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Abstract. Our NFS implementation, NFSP (NFS Parallèle) aims at providing some transparent ways to aggregate unused disk space by means
of dividing a usually centralized NFS server into smaller entities: a metadata server and I/O servers. This paper illustrates the issues related to
increasing the performances of such an implementation. Two diﬀerent
approaches have been taken: distributing the load across several servers
and implementing the server in a more eﬃcient and intrusive way (in
kernel mode). The results obtained with both versions are given and
compared to the ones of the ﬁrst user-mode implementation.

1

Introduction

Today’s low-cost clusters are often built by using oﬀ-the-shelf hardware: each
node has its own storage capability, usually only used to store the operating
system and the runtime environment. As the hard disk capacity increases, most
of the disk space of the nodes remains unused but for temporary ﬁles since
the users prefer having their ﬁles available on every nodes. Partial solutions
imply investing in an expensive storage architecture (SAN or RAID servers),
yet the disk space is still wasted on the disks of the nodes. Systems providing
an aggregation of the unused disk space and the existing ones often implement
new protocols or ﬁle system types, which may not be considered as a seamless
integration for the clients.
Such issues try to be solved by the NFSP project. When the NFSP project was
started in mid 2001[1], we chose to use standard and well deﬁned protocols to
implement a new kind of NFS server. The ﬁrst prototype implemented was based
on the Linux user-mode server. The ﬁrst experimental results we got with this
implementation highlighted the cost of running the daemon in user-mode. To improve this we tried two methods: balancing the load between several servers and
making a more eﬃcient implementation of the server itself. This paper presents
these two approaches and compares them from a performance point of view. After this introduction, some related works in the distributed ﬁle systems ﬁeld are
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shown in section 2. Then the NFSP principles are explained in section 3 and the
two methods for improving performances are detailed in sections 4 and 5 which
contain performances evaluation. Eventually, some future tracks of research will
be tackled in section 6.

2

Related Works

A large amount of work has been carried out in the network ﬁle system since the
1980s. Among the ﬁrst ones, still used nowadays are Sun NFS and Carneggie
Mellon’s AFS. NFS is aimed at sharing ﬁles among nodes in the same LAN
whereas AFS is more suited for WAN architecture. A NFS [2,3] server is made
of a node exporting its local ﬁle system to the clients who access it through a
remote mounting operation. NFS is a stateless protocol, no state is kept on the
server side so every operation is self suﬃcient. This gives NFS some protection
against temporary faults. However since the access point is unique for all clients
the implementation is inherently centralized and so the storage space is limited
to the one on the server. This is not the case for AFS which is a fully distributed
ﬁle system: servers across diﬀerent sites cooperate to share the same space and
oﬀer all the data they contain to their clients which use as a mounting point a
server node part of the global architecture. Contrary to NFS, AFS is a stateful
system and so coherency is diﬀerent from the one found in NFS: when a node
opens a ﬁle a memory of this operation is kept on the server so when another
node access the same ﬁle for a write operation a cache invalidation message is
sent to all the nodes who opened it. However, this strong coherency implies in
high cost in terms of network latency, and thus requires a fast network.
In both cases, the goal of these systems is to provide shared storage for users,
which is usually diﬀerent from the needs of current cluster workloads. Indeed,
the development of scientiﬁc applications has incurred in new constraints (huge
amount of data, level of coherency, ﬁne-grained sharing) on the previous ﬁle
systems, which led to the design of new storage systems.
A ﬁrst group of solutions, in order to meet the above needs, might be seen
as hardware-based.
File systems such as Sistina’s GFS[4] and IBM’s GPFS[5] are thought for
specialized SAN architectures. Both systems have their data and metadata distributed across the SAN and oﬀer advanced locking and sharing facilities of ﬁles.
However, the performances of such a system is intimately related to the performances of the storage system underneath. For instance, the GFS handling of
coherency relies on an extended SCSI instruction sets. As for GPFS, providing things such as ﬁne-grained coherency by means of software requires a fast
and low-latency network like those of the SAN’s. Another quite promising new
system, LUSTRE, being developed since 2000[6,7] by ClusterFS Inc. aims at
satisfying huge storage and transfers requirements as well as oﬀering a Posix
semantics. To achieve these goals, clients, meta-data servers (MDS) and object
storage targets(OST)1 are connected by means of a fast network.
1

Some kind of specialized smart storage.

